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- + . 
The persistent forward asymmetry in the TI TI "scattering -angle" 

distribution for peripheral (low momentum-transfer) events in the p mass 

region for the reaction 

- + np->-nnn ( 1) 

± 0 
considered together with the more symmetrical behavior for the TI TI system 

in the reaction 

± ± 0 
1T p->-TI 1T p ( 2) 

has led to the suggestion that the T = 0, S-wave phase shift og is near 90 deg 

in this mass region. 1•2 

Chew has recently raised the qu~stion whether o g might be a de

creasing function of energy above threshold. 3 In this note we report evidence 

that at values of MTITI well below the p nia s s, o g is positive. ( o g can be 

determined only modulo n. For convenience we have taken og to be zero at 

threshold. Near threshold the magnitude of og will be small. We assume 

that up to 500 or 600 MeV the magnitude remains less than 90 deg; we note 

th'at no peaks are seen in the TITI spectrum below 700 MeV.) 

0 . 
We do not attempt to determine the detailed behavior of o 

0 
throughout 

the entire mass region from threshold to the p mass. 3 While the data suggest 

that og is positive throughout this region (this would be in contradiction to the 

possibility explored by Chew4 ), we cannot rule out the possibility that og first goes 
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slightly negative, above threshold~ and then reverses. 

The conclusion that 6g is positive at masses well below the p mass 

is based on the mr-scattering interpretation of peripheral events in reactions 

( 1) and ( 2) at a number of beam momenta between 2.0 and 3.2 BeV /c. 

We have studied data on these reactions from four independent 

experiments5 - 7 and find the following results: 

(a) There is a persistent concentration of events at small momentum 

transfer, t} < 10 to 15 f1 2 for masses from the p mass down to 400 to 500 MeV; 

the relevant data are given in Table I. 
2 . . 

{.6: is the square of the 4 -momentum 

transfer to the nucleon, and f1 is the mass of the charged pion; the velocity 

of light is taken as 1.} 

(b) For these low-L:-.2 events we find a persistent forward preference 

for the rr- rr + scattering angle 8 at all values of M below the p mass 
TTTT TTTT 

where there are appreciable data--that is, down to about '400 MeV. ( e is 
TTTT 

the angle between the initial and final rr m the final dipion rest system.) 

(c) - 0 2 The rr rr scattering -angle distribution, for low .6: , has the 

well-known behavior near the p mass. 8• 9 • 
2 

For M below about 600 MeV, 
. TTTT 

the 8rrrr distribution again becomes substantially symmetrical. (Some of the 

data, shown below, indicate an apparent backward asymme~ry at low values 

of M down to threshold. From careful study, we believe this effect is due 
TTTT 

to an experimental bias. Some elastic ~scattering events, misidentified as 

TT- rr
0

p events, are included in the data. Events misidentified in this particular 

way have a Treiman- Yang angular distribution cluster1ng about zerp. The 

Lorentz transformation to the rrrr rest system rotates the direction of the 

For low .0.2 the effect shows itself 
<..._ 

away from the outgoing rr • incident rr 

at very low rrrr masses; for higher .0.2 the effect extends up to higher rrrr masses. 

There are spurious low-mass events seen in Fig. 1b and 1d; by careful study 
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and remeasurement, · mo.st or all such events have been removed from the 
v 

LRL data shown in Fig. 1a and 1c. ) 

These results, particularly results (b) and (c) both of which are 

obtained from Fig. 1, suggest that the T:::: 2, S-wave, TITI phase shift 6~ 

is small and that 6 g and the P-wave, TI1T phase shift 6
1 

have the same sign 

throughout the mass region from 400 to 700 MeV. In this region the smooth 

shape of the mass spectrum and of the forward-backward asymmetry further 

indicates that neither phase shift passes through zero, and that both are 

positive throughout this region. 

More specifically, we consider the lower part of this mass region--

400 to 500 MeVG To estimate the magnitude of 6g, we believe the most 

useful information comes from the magnitude of the observed experimental 

cross section for peripheral events. 

defined as (do/dM) for D.
2 < 10 J.l

2• 
· TITI 

We consider, particularly, u (M}, 

- + 0 If we compare 0" ( M) for TI TI TI in the 

400- to 500-MeV and 700- to 800-MeV intervals, and if we assume that ini-

tial-state and final-state absorption affects S-wave and P-wave states about 

-
equally, and also that absorption effects are about equal in magnitude whether 

resonant or nonresonant TITI interaction is involved~ we can then estimate that 

o
0
° is in the range 35 to 55 deg, in the 400- to 500-MeV interval. 

This estimate for og is based purely on the magnitude of u (M}. 

One might try also to deter:_mine phase-shift values from the detailed TITI 

scattering -angle distributions. On a crude model, we do find that the above 

value of ag is consistent with the experimental forward-backward asymmetry 

in the 400- to 500-MeV interval. 10 · 

0 
But any numerical estimate for 6

0
, from these data, involves major 

uncertainties not connected with statistical fluctuations. The figure we have 

given is o'btained from an analysis based on the one -pion-exchange (OPE) 
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11 
model, following the work of Chew and Low. There is a fundamental un-

v 7 
certainty, at present, as to whether even a low-6.~ {but nonresonant) concen-

tration of events can be safely interpreted in terms of OPE. 
12 

Besides this 

fundamental question, there are other substantial uncertainties associated 

with form-factor and absorption effects, 
13 

and with possible isobar effects 

(even though Dalitz plots of these data do not indicate any dominating isobar 

effects). 

In spite of these uncertainties, however, the OPE model, modified 

for absorption effects, has enjoyed impressive success in the analysis of the 

major features of reations 1 and 2 in the p region. 6 , 13 Therefore we believe 

the experimental results reported here give a strong indication that oJ is 

positive in the mass region stated. It may not be possible for some time to 

obtain a much firmer determination of og at these mass values, either from 

this peripheral production process or by means of the theoretically simpler 

3 14 
K e 4 decay process. ' 

We are aware of certain experimental biases which affect the data. 

These biases will not, however, change the conclusions given above. The 

data will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. 

We thank J. Alitti, J. P. Baton, M. Neveu-Rene, and V. Hagopian 

for supplying us with the data of Refs. 6 and 7, and giving us permission to 

include the data in this analysis. Discussions with M. Neveu-Rene have been 

particularly helpful. We have also benefitted from discussions with D. H. Miller, 

J. Kirz, and G. F. Chew. One of us (W. S.) thanks Professor L. W. Alvarez 

,: and the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory for their hospitality. 
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Table I. Numbers of events in the region M = 300 to 600 MeV and 
nrr. 

A2 < 2 
w. 75 f.L • 

{see text). 

Mass 
region 
{MeV) 

- 0 
rr rr 

300 to 400 

400 to 500 

500 to 600 

300 to 400 

400 to 500 

500 to 600 

The rr- rr
0 

numbers giveri include some misidentified events 

Number of events 

D-
2 

= 1.0 to 75 fl
2 

B F B F 

39 13 67 19 

30 24 90 31 

71 63 153 72 

11 24 33 31 

48 81 67 52 

87 176 80 87 
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FIGURE LEGEND 

Forward~backward asymmetries, for low t:::.2 events with mass M 
TITI 

below 1000 MeV. F and B indicate, respectively, positive and negative 

values of cos G , where G is the nn scattering angle. (See text for 
TITI TITI . 

definitions.) In regions of small numbers of events, the data have been 

lumped in bins of up to 100 MeV. 

(a)~ {c), (f), and (h) are from LRL data {Ref. 5); (b), (d), (g)~ and 

(i) are from Pennsylvania and Saclay-Orsay-"Bari-Bologna Collaboration 

data {Refs. 6 and 7). 
2 . 2 

{e) and (j) give the total data, for ti < 10 1-1 and 

for all experiments together. 
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